THEATERSAAL
The jewel of the hotel, including its gallery, is the optimal place when it comes to providing the perfect setting for an outstanding event.
The “Theatersaal” has no limits in terms of variety. Congresses, gala balls, presentations, or any kind of event, get surely the right setting and flair in
this amazing room.

Room conditions:
350m²
Parquet floor
Daylight
Dimmable lights

Room rental prices
Theatersaal
Theatersaal + Gallery
Stage
"Room rent variable
depending on the
number of people &
event".
SETUP PRICES
Setup chairs only
Setup banquet
Setup with elevation

Usable for:
Seminars
Congresses
Gastronomy
Exhibitions
Symposium
Banquets
Celebrations/weddings

1/2 Day
1000,00
1500,00
250,00

1 Day
2000,00
2500,00
500,00

Capacity:
Rows of chairs: 669 people
Classroom: 200 people
U-shaped table: 150 people
Round tables: 300 people

Customized half- and full-day packages with snacks during breaks and meals on request.
Visuals: new HD beamer (16:9 / 1280 x 800 pixels), 7000 lumens; mobile projection screen for
front and rear projection with approx. 6 x 4 m
Audio input: HD mixing console with: 4 channels for soft blending, simultaneous signal to the
beamer, max. 3 “teleprompters” (monitor in the lectern, monitor on a table, and possibly large
monitor on the stage), media player for (almost) all file formats fed via USB, and feed possibility
from the stage via media converter (LAN) for VGA, HDMI or display port (incl. sound).

650,00
1500,00
2000,00

Sound: 3 wireless headsets and 3 wireless microphones; BOSE Sound System in the
Theatersaal, rear loudspeakers in the back of the Theatersaal. Sound system: Theaterbar,
Fürstentrakt, Gallery, and stairway (own music source).
Lights in front of the curtains (all dimmable): 4 stage spotlights above the stage (640/1000
watts) for mobile stage or front stage (in front of the curtains), and 4 theater spotlights (point
source) for direct lighting of the stage (fixed), e.g. spotlight on the lectern or the spokesperson.
Lights behind the curtains: various color spotlights behind the stage (all dimmable) and 8
theater spotlights of 650 Watts (all dimmable) at the side of the stage.
Miscellaneous: Electric stage curtains.
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